
SAMPLE BUSINESS REPORT COVERS

Each report cover page template is designed using Microsoft Word with U.S. letter size. If you are in.

They should include background information on the company, a protagonist or key players, the situation and
outcome. The below case study template has plenty of space for this narrative while using icons and a bar
chart to highlight key details. At Venngage, we follow these 5 steps to set our goals: Identifying and set
high-level goals. Packaging new and sometimes daunting information in fresh ways can help break through
resistance. Validate those experiments. There are some templates with beautiful designs and texture that can
be used by downloading free of cost. We are offering many business cover page formats and templates. Brand:
The cover page of your report should have a style, color scheme, and font type that are consistent with your
company brand. For a scientific research report, you may want to add a flashier cover image, such as a globe,
body of water, or nature scene. These templates are easy to edit and serve as the best tool for documentation.
For a corporate annual report, the company logo may be all you need. Microsoft Word Cover Page Templates
Microsoft Word comes with several pre-formatted cover page templates; the exact number varies depending
on which version of Word you have. Very simple basic corporate cover page. So next time, you are making a
report, spend ample time on the cover page and make sure the cover page looks professional. This research
can help you come up with your customer personas and specific problems you want to solve with your product
or service. This provides you an opportunity to use your creativity to choose different designs to make an
attractive cover page. To create a cover page that really stands out, pay close attention to the following areas:
Style: As mentioned earlier, the cover page should be a reflection of what is inside the document. A good
cover page gives all the essential information about a report on the first page such as the title, year of
publication and the author s. Employees may be set in their ways and resistant to incorporate consultants into
their workflow. No matter you want to download a cover page template for personal use or your business,
there is always a unique style for you to use. Bold, exquisite and balanced, this cover can be used by anyone
who wishes to draw full attention to the document and what it contains. Generally, you will probably want to
break down your OKRs by channel. The report categorizes participants by their jobs, locations, and the topics
that they find most engaging. They can be used for a variety of purposes, including, but not limited to:
Corporate Annual Reports. So, browse through our formats and templates, simply download in MS Word
format and customize for your business. If you are good with design, you can utilize one of the templates
within Word as a starting point to develop the cover page for your business report. Why did the protagonist
make the decisions she made? You can get a template with bright colors and abstract design and also one with
decent and soft colors with personalized themes. The below example visualizes this data and also provides
space to draw your own conclusions. Market research generally involves gathering information about the
needs, problems and wants of your customers. The main heading or the title of the document is given its due
importance and is quite visible on the left side while all the other important details are placed elegantly all
over the page. At the end of every sprint, take a good chunk of time to analyze your experiments to see what
learnings you can take from them.


